DESIGN INVENTORY

kid's room
PARTY
POUF
Casamania’s Party poufs
animate any space with their
short wooden stumps and rotund
seats that are tufted in the middle
with an oversized button. The
smaller poufs make for fun
seating around the play table
while the larger pouf is perfect
for snuggling with friends over a
book. Available at Lifestorey.

UFO
MOBILE

casamania.it
lifestorey.com

In his lifetime, Danish designer
Bent Knudsen designed more
than 4,000 mobiles and moving
paper cuts for his company Anni
& Bent Knudsen. Production
stopped after his death in the
nineties but was re-introduced
by Livingly in 2008. One of his
earliest designs, the UFO mobile
was displayed at the New York
World Expo in 1964. Available
online at Livingly.

KAST
STORAGE UNIT
Storage for a kid’s room need
not be fancy. Take Maarten Van
Severen’s Kast storage unit for
Vitra for example. The simple
proportions of the sideboard-andcrate modules and well-combined
shades of pastel and pop subtly
invoke both play and calm.
Available at Schiavello.

livingly.dk

vitra.com
schiavello.com

DOWNTOWN
BOOKCASE
Magis’ Downtown bookcase is
an early start to tall ambitions.
Taking the shape of a skyscraper,
it is designed by Oiva Toikka
– he also designed the popular,
multi-coloured Magis Paradise
Tree coat stand – and is made
from rotational-moulded
polyethylene, which means it
can be used outdoors as well.
Available at Xtra.
magisdesign.com
xtra.com.sg
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LEANDER JUNIOR BED
The Leander junior bed makes
transiting from the cot to
the bed fun for the kids and
assuring for the parents. It has
a welcoming, playful appeal
and its low height makes it safe
for young kids to get in and

out of bed. For added peace of
mind, one can also opt for a
side safety guard. Available at
Baby’s Hyperstore.
leander.com
bidhyper@singnet.com.sg

